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Julie and i walked carefully along the stark white sand of the banks 
of the coorong.1 i was undertaking an interview for research on 
histories of wetlands in the murray-Darling Basin. Julie is a long-
time resident of a small settlement located about a third of the 
way south from the mouth of the murray river, along the coorong 
lagoon in south Australia. this lagoon is one of Australia’s icon 
sites for the living murray initiative and listed on the ramsar 
convention for Wetlands of international importance, known par-
ticularly for its birdlife (murray-Darling Basin Authority; ramsar 
convention on Wetlands for international importance; Kluske 
1991 ,1-6; Jeffery 2001 , 29–30). it was summer and the water was 
low, exposing a wide shoreline with such a small incline that it 
looked almost flat; a sign of the shallowness of this part of the 
lagoon. in the distance, across the water, were ‘the Hummocks’, 
the sand dunes of Younghusband Peninsula, Karangk in the local 
Aboriginal languages of the tanganekald or tanganalun (Jeffery 
2001, 29-31; clarke 1994, 75-81). this peninsula was the setting of 
colin thiele’s novel Storm Boy, a coming of age story that centres 
on the friendship between a boy and a pelican, that takes place 
against a national context of the Aboriginal land rights and envi-
ronment movements of the 1960s. From the opposite shore and 
half a century later, we find ourselves at another, related, pos-
sible turning point in the Anthropocene.

From the moment we stepped on to the sand, Julie told me to 
be careful, that the shore was slippery. i began slowly, warily, 
but found the sand was firm and had a rough friction. i started 
to walk more confidently. We discussed the changes Julie had 
seen on the coorong over the last fifteen years. the most recent 
drought, the millennium Drought, infused our discussion. it had 
lasted longer here than elsewhere, from at least 2000 to 2011. 
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Julie told me how the humans and non-humans reliant on the 
waters of the coorong had suffered. Water managers had not 
let fresh water though the barrages, built in the 1930s to protect 
irrigation interests. this meant that the coorong did not receive 
freshwater inflows and became, in places, saltier than sea water. 
the pelicans which now frequently caught our attention, had for 
a time stopped breeding on the nearby islands in the lagoon, and 
other birds had also stopped breeding here too, fish reduced in 
number, people left the area as some industries could not func-
tion without more freshwater.

Julie turned to positive changes since the drought broke. the 
shoreline was gradually being repopulated by Rupia tuberosa, 
an aquatic plant that provided food for many water birds. the 
pelicans were back. As we began to return to the grassy bank i 
suddenly slipped in the sand. Julie said “look, that’s the briney 
shrimp”. i looked where my shoe had scraped back what i now 
saw was just a thin layer of white sand. underneath was what 
appeared to be black clay. this is what had been slippery. i 
asked Julie, “the black stuff, is… shrimp?”. “Yes!”. she explained 
that during the drought the water in the southern lagoon of 
the coorong had reached a level so salty that large numbers of 
the dormant brine shrimp had hatched. others had said that a 
reduction in the number of fish predators meant that the shrimp 
had thrived. the decayed bodies of the shrimp formed a layer of 
black matter. they had been there, waiting, for just the right con-
ditions. so many hatched that Banded stilts, birds that normally 
fed on these creatures after floods in ephemeral, arid lakes, 
descended on the area for a feeding frenzy (“cry me a river”). 
some, then, had flourished during the drought. Yet many peo-
ple on the coorong had seen this burst of life as the death knell 
for the wetland. Julie had not. clearly, Julie explained, while this 
was in some ways an unusual event for the coorong it must have 
happened before. Yet, there was something different about this 
drought too.

While Australia is, in the words of Dorothea mackellar, a land of 
“droughts and flooding rains” – an observation that has come to 
shape Australian national identity – the Bureau of meteorology 
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declared the millennium Drought to have been linked to anthro-
pocentric climate change (mackellar 1988; Bureau of meteorology 
2015; steffan 2015, 15-17). this, together with significant changes 
to the murray river system from large dams and more inten-
sive agriculture in the twentieth century, along with the diver-
sion of local inflows into the southern lagoon, had opened up 
an uncertain future for many in the area. in light of expected 
permanent changes, how could these sorts of these events now 
be interpreted? Droughts and shrimp hatchings resonated with 
the deep rhythms of this continent, only relatively recently rec-
ognised in Western science. in the Anthropocene they take on 
a new significance; rendered both familiar and unfamiliar at the 
same time. the decomposed bodies of the shrimp that formed 
such a distinct black layer brought us into the multiple tempo-
ralities and scales of this continent’s history of deep time and 
upstream-downstream murray river politics, of international 
environmental conventions and local industry, of unexpected 
and expected consequences, of possible winners and losers in 
the Anthropocene (chakrabarty 2009, 207-212; neimanis et al.  
2051, 67-68; van Dooren 2016, 193-195). the black layer may not 
last, but the shrimp will be in the coorong lagoon, waiting, per-
haps playing the long game in a new epoch (Zalasiewicz et al. 
2011, 835-836).

Notes

1 names have been changed in this essay to protect the identity 
of research participants.
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